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ABSTRACT

Conference adopted a resolution to encourage sharing between
active and passive radio services at frequencies up to 450 GHz
[5]. These high-frequency communications systems, which we will
refer to as terahertz (THz) links, offer numerous advantages, such
as plentiful bandwidth [26] for ultra-high-speed data transmission
[15, 18, 25]. Another commonly cited advantage is that of enhanced
resilience against malicious attacks, as these highly directional links
are presumably more secure against eavesdropping and jamming.
In the modern era of wireless interconnected devices, the issue of
security is a forefront concern.
Leaky Wave Antennas (LWAs) provide a promising foundation
for THz scale networking. While traditional phased arrays employed at millimeter wave encounter scaling limits impeding their
realization at THz [9, 14], LWAs are dynamically steerable via a
simple mechanism of frequency tuning. That is, a LWA’s emission
angle can be changed by controlling the carrier’s center frequency
[13, 16, 27].
In this paper, we perform the first security study of THz networks
with LWA antennas. In particular, we make the following three
contributions. First, we characterize the key elements of LWAs
under a threat model in which an eavesdropper Eve attempts to
intercept a directional THz transmission between Alice and Bob.
We describe how the aforementioned angle-frequency coupling
manifests via analytical models based on Maxwell’s equations. In
particular, because a LWA is a parallel plate waveguide with an
emission slot, its behavior can be reasonably approximated using
scalar diffraction theory. While the exact far-field radiation pattern
is intractable, closed form approximations are available for the
dominant transverse electric mode [12, 30]. Because this anglefrequency coupling that does not manifest in traditional systems
such as phased arrays, we define a new security metric that we term
subchannel secrecy capacity. Thus, we can understand security not
only in aggregate, but also in its individual frequency-dependent
components.
Second, we study the security properties of the THz link based
on the physical model and the subchannel secrecy capacity metric.
We first show that subchannel secrecy capacity is not symmetric
around the transmission’s center frequency. The key reason is that
when Eve is at a different angle from Bob, she intercepts a different
frequency profile due to the LWA’s fundamental characteristics. For
Eve at an angle larger than Bob’s angle, she intercepts low frequencies better than high frequencies and vice versa. Consequently, her
relatively high SNR in this regime sharply reduces secrecy capacity.
We next explore the impact of bandwidth and beamwidth coupling
in LWA links. Because wider bandwidth (using a wider range of
frequencies) corresponds to a wider beamwidth (wider range of

This paper presents the first security study of THz networks with
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that the LWA’s angle-frequency coupling leads to non-uniform secrecy capacity across sub-channels yielding advantages to an eavesdropper at edge frequencies. Yet, because different frequencies emit
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intercepting an entire wideband transmission. The experiments diverge from the analytical model in that the model underpredicts the
eavesdropper’s advantage at angles smaller than the target user and
subsequent asymmetric performance across angles. Nonetheless,
both the model and measurements show that increasingly wide
bandwidth and correspondingly wide beams have only a modest
marginal security penalty.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of frequencies above 100 GHz for wireless links is rapidly
emerging as one of the accepted paradigms for future (beyond 5G)
wireless systems [1, 17, 24, 28]. For the first time, in March 2019,
the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has adopted
rules to encourage development of technologies above 95 GHz [4].
Subsequently, in November 2019, the World Radiocommunication
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angles), the situation may appear dire, that LWA links will either be
secure but slow or vice versa. Fortunately, we find that beamwidth
and bandwidth widening has a unique effect: because high and low
frequencies are maximized on opposite sides of Bob, Eve cannot
simultaneously be on both sides, and hence she cannot simultaneously intercept the entire bandwidth. Thus, while narrow beams
are still more secure than wider ones for LWA links, the scaling
yields fundamental impediments for Eve.
Third, we perform an extensive set of over-the-air experiments
using a THz source, LWA antenna, and a wideband receiver. We
find that while the model accurately predicts the peak radiation
angle for each frequency, it underestimates the radiation at angles
less than the peak. Thus, the measured response of the LWA link is
even more asymmetric than predicted. The effect is that the model
underestimates subchannel secrecy capacity when Eve is at a larger
angle than Bob, but overestimates it when she is at a smaller angle
(angles are measured with respect to the LWA’s plates). Indeed,
when Eve is at a smaller angle than Bob, she is a more devastating
threat for the measured LWA link. Lastly, the experiments indicate
that as bandwidth and beamwidth increase, there is little marginal
penalty for security, i.e., the trend is increasing, but only very
gradually.
Related Work. Prior work has studied the improvements and
limits of security due to directional transmission in higher frequency bands, including studies in millimeter wave [29, 32ś34, 36],
THz [1, 8, 22], and visible light communication [2, 3]. However,
such past studies consider a beam pattern that does not depend on
frequency, resulting in an uniform secrecy level across the transmission band. In contrast, this work is the first to explore the security
properties of a THz link consisting of frequency-dependent radiation pattern.

Figure 1: Terahertz leaky wave antenna beam steering leveraging frequency-angle coupling.
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s
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where 𝑘 0 = 𝑐 is the free-space wavenumber, 𝑓 represents the
frequency, 𝑐 is the speed of light, and 𝑓𝑐𝑜 is the cutoff frequency. By
definition, frequencies below 𝑓𝑐𝑜 cannot propagate in the waveguide, implying 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐𝑜 . Also, the cutoff frequency for a parallel-plate
waveguide depends on the plate separation 𝑏, specifically,
𝑐
𝑓𝑐𝑜 = .
(2)
2𝑏
The guided TE1 mode within the waveguide leaks out of the
waveguide through the opening slot. The far-field radiation pattern
𝐺 can be derived as [12, 30]


𝐿
𝐺 (𝑓 , 𝜃 ) = 𝐿 sinc [𝛽 (𝑓 ) − 𝑗𝛼 − 𝑘 0 cos 𝜃 ]
,
(3)
2
where 𝛼 is the attenuation coefficient which parameterizes the loss
of energy due to leakage through the slot into free space, 𝛽 is the
phase constant defined in Equation (1), 𝐿 is the length of the slot
opening, and 𝜃 is the emitting angle with respect to the guided
mode propagation axis (0◦ < 𝜃 < 90◦ ), as shown in Fig. 1.
While Equation (3) consists of multiple nonlinear components
that prevent us from easily visualizing the radiation pattern, we
can first understand the behavior of 𝐺 (𝑓 , 𝜃 ) for a fixed frequency
component. For a certain frequency 𝑓 , the radiation pattern 𝐺 (𝑓 , 𝜃 )
indicates a sinc-like radiation pattern across angles. Note that the
radiation pattern is not exactly sinc because of the cos 𝜃 term. Also,
for a complex sinc function, the beamwidth is determined by the
imaginary part 𝛼. Namely, a larger 𝛼 implies a wider angular spread
while a smaller 𝛼 results in a narrower beam. Now that we know the
radiation is sinc-like with the beamwidth determined by 𝛼, the last
component is to determine the maximum radiation angle. Recall
that the complex sinc function maximizes when


𝐿
= 0.
(4)
Re (𝛽 (𝑓 ) − 𝑗𝛼 − 𝑘 0 cos 𝜃 )
2

2 FOUNDATIONS FOR LWA SECURITY
2.1 Overview
Because LWAs emit different frequencies towards different angles,
beam adaptation can be realised by tuning the transmit frequencies
for LWA. This makes the LWA a good candidate for mobile THz
networks, especially because conventional directional antenna techniques encounter challenges when scaling to the THz regime. For
example, phased-array antennas encounter difficulties in designing
a electronically controllable phase shifter above 100 GHz due to
CMOS characteristics [9, 14]. Yet, due to the high pathloss in THz
regime, directional transmission is required and therefore LWAs,
whose radiation pattern can be easily controlled by frequency, and
have been shown to have promising results also in multiplexing
[16, 21] and link discovery [10, 11] become a good candidate.
A LWA can be realized by a parallel-plate waveguide with an
opening slot on one of the plates, as shown in Fig. 1. The figure illustrates beam steering and depicts a transmitter steering between two
different angles 𝜃 1 to 𝜃 2 by changing the input frequency (depicted
by color).

Therefore, the maximum radiation happens at the angle


𝑐
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑓 ) = sin−1
,
2𝑏 𝑓
and conversely

2.2



(5)

𝑐
.
(6)
2𝑏 sin 𝜃
These equations describe the peak angle of a certain frequency
and peak frequency for a given angle, respectively. Specifically,
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜃 ) =

LWA Transmission

For the parallel-plate waveguide, the dominant transverse electric
(TE) mode is TE1 mode [23], and the phase constant 𝛽 of the TE1
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when a higher frequency component is coupled into the LWA, the
radiation emits towards a smaller angle. In contrast, if a lower
frequency component is coupled into the LWA, it emits at a larger
angle.
From the above analysis, we see that the LWA radiation can be
described in two parts. First, a nonlinear frequency-angle coupling
relationship described by Equation (5) and second, the angular
spread of each single-tone frequency component determined by 𝛼.

path discovery phase [11]. Therefore, Alice can select the suitable
frequency band for Bob according to the frequency-angle coupling
described by Equation (6). Specifically, the center frequency 𝑓𝑐 of
the transmission is
𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜃 𝐵 ).
Let 𝐵 represent the bandwidth of the transmission. The frequency
band chosen for the transmission is [𝑓𝑐 − 𝐵2 , 𝑓𝑐 + 𝐵2 ]. The frequency
band is further divided into 𝐾 subchannels, each with a bandwidth
of 𝐾𝐵 . Alice transmits the same power 𝑃 for all subchannels. The
SNR of subchannel 𝑘 is therefore
SNR𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 =

𝑃 𝜌 𝐵 𝐺 (𝑓𝑘 , 𝜃 𝐵 )
,
𝑛

where 𝜌 𝐵 is the channel gain from Alice to Bob, 𝑓𝑘 is the center
frequency of subchannel 𝑘, and 𝑛 is the noise power, which is
assumed to be flat across the whole transmission band.

2.4

Threat Model

As Alice transmits to Bob with the selected frequency band, an
eavesdropper (Eve) tries to intercept the signals from Alice to Bob.
We consider a single Eve located at angle 𝜃 𝐸 . Eve’s subchannel SNR
can be expressed as
Figure 2: LWA frequency-angle coupling emitting behavior
according to Equation (3). Plate separation 𝑏 = 1 mm, slot
length 𝐿 = 3 cm, and 𝛼 = 50 rad/m
.

SNR𝑘𝐸𝑣𝑒 =

where 𝜌 𝐸 is the channel gain from Alice to Eve.
We observe that Eve’s subchannel SNR differs from Bob’s subchannel SNR due to two factors: a potentially different pathloss, and
a different radiation gain. The effect of pathloss is clear. Namely,
Eve has an advantage for eavesdropping when the channel gain
is higher (smaller pathloss) and thus resulting in a higher SNR.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we consider equal pathloss,
𝜌𝐸 = 𝜌𝐵 .
In contrast, the effect of the LWA radiation is rather complicated,
as it varies with different subchannels. In fact, varying radiation
gain across frequencies has never been observed in the conventional
directional links. For example, the radiation pattern of the phasedarray antenna is determined by the phase of each antenna element
and does not vary with frequency. As a result, the secrecy level
across the transmission band is expected to be flat for conventional
direction links. However, in THz bands with LWA steering, the
secrecy level is expected to vary within the transmission band
because LWA’s radiation gain depends on frequency. This novel
frequency-varying physical layer secrecy behavior is a key focus
of this study.

Fig. 2 shows an example LWA radiation pattern for a LWA with
a plate separation of 𝑏 = 1 mm, slot length 𝐿 = 3 cm, 𝛼 = 50 rad/m,
and cutoff frequency 150 GHz. Observe the nonlinear frequencyangle coupling relationship described by Equation (5): lower frequencies emit towards larger angles whereas higher frequencies
emit towards smaller angles. The frequency range spans from 150
GHz to 700 GHz for a receiver located from 10◦ to 80◦ . Also, with a
relatively small 𝛼, the beamwidth is quite narrow.

2.3

Steering from Alice to Bob

A transmitter (Alice) uses a LWA to transmit to a static receiver
(Bob) with a THz broadband receiver located at 𝜃 𝐵 , as illustrated in
Fig. 3. Assume Alice has acquired Bob’s angular location 𝜃 𝐵 via a

Positive Angle Eve

b

𝑃 𝜌 𝐸 𝐺 (𝑓𝑘 , 𝜃 𝐸 )
,
𝑛

2.5

Security Metric

Despite the broadcast nature of wireless channels, perfect secrecy
is possible considering different channel conditions at Bob and Eve
[6, 19, 35]. Specifically, when Eve has a worse channel condition
than Bob, a positive rate with perfect secrecy can be achieved between Alice and Bob. That is, Eve’s observation through her channel
contains less information compared to Bob, and the information
gap between Bob and Eve enables the secret transmission between
Alice and Bob. The maximum achievable secrecy rate is defined as
secrecy capacity.

Negative Angle Eve

Alice
Figure 3: Leaky wave antenna transmission under passive
eavesdropping.
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For frequency-varying channels as seen in the LWA link, the
total secrecy capacity is the integral across the transmission band.
As an approximation, we calculate subchannel secrecy capacity
assuming the channel is frequency-flat within the subchannel and
consider the total secrecy capacity of the LWA to be the summation
of subchannel secrecy capacity across independent subchannels
[20]. Specifically, we define subchannel secrecy capacity for each
subchannel 𝑘 as [19]


i +

𝐵 h
𝐶𝑆𝑘 =
,
(7)
log2 1 + SNR𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 − log2 1 + SNR𝑘𝐸𝑣𝑒
𝐾
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5
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Figure 4: Non-uniform subchannel secrecy capacity of a
LWA link for Bob located at 30◦ with a transmission bandwidth of 27GHz.
subchannel secrecy capacity is higher when Eve is at a greater
angular distance from Bob. Indeed, the theoretical LWA radiation
pattern in Equation (3) has a main lobe and side lobes following
a complex sinc function. For the LWA parameters chosen in this
example, the side lobes are barely visible because of the large magnitude difference between the main lobe and the side lobes. As a
result, the farther Eve is relative to Bob, the weaker the signals Eve
receives, resulting higher secrecy capacity across subchannels.
Next, we observe that the non-uniformity of subchannel secrecy
capacity manifests as a concave function of frequency until reaching
zero secrecy capacity. For Eve farther away angularly at 40◦ , the
subchannel secrecy capacity peaks at the center frequency and
drops nearly symmetrically towards the edge frequencies.
Lastly, we observe that, quite strikingly, when Eve is closer to Bob
at 32◦ , subchannel secrecy capacity peaks at a frequency larger than
the center frequency. Thus, despite having transmitted data equally
above and below the center frequency, the curve does not peak at
the center frequency. Moreover, the secrecy capacity drops faster
towards the lower frequencies than towards to higher frequencies
and drops to zero for the lowest two subchannels in this setup.
To explore the reason behind the peak shift and the aforementioned concavity and asymmetry, we next break secrecy capacity
into its components of Bob and Eve’s SNRs. As shown in Fig. 5,
Bob indeed receives the highest SNR at the center frequency as the
center frequency is chosen so that the radiation pattern maximize
at Bob’s location, 30◦ . Since frequencies higher or lower than the
center frequency have radiation patterns maximized slightly off
Bob’s angle, Bob receives a degraded SNR except for the center
frequency.

LWA LINK SECURITY PROPERTIES

From ğ2, we learn that a LWA link is expected to have non-uniform
secrecy levels across the transmission band because the radiation
pattern of each frequency is different. This is a unique characteristic
that does not exist in conventional directional links. Therefore, in
this section, we study LWA physical layer security properties and
their differences from conventional directional links via the physicsbased model described in ğ2.

3.1

Secrecy Capacity, Bob 30°, BW = 27 GHz

Frequency (GHz)

where [𝑥] + = max{0, 𝑥 }. And the total secrecy capacity of the LWA
Í𝐾
is 𝐶𝑆 = 𝑘=1
𝐶𝑆𝑘 . Thus, Alice can be viewed as dividing her data
to Bob over different channels, each of which must be considered
separately in order to characterize the aggregate effect.

3

15

Geometry Dependent Non-Uniform Secrecy

Because of the LWA’s coupling between frequency and space, the
non-uniform secrecy across the frequency domain depends directly
on Bob and Eve’s geometry in the spatial domain. To illustrate
this phenomena, we present a specific example of how Bob and
Eve’s location determines the secrecy level across the transmissions
band. Moreover, we show how edge frequencies, although being
vulnerable for a wider Eve locations, prevent Eve from receiving
information across the whole transmission band.
3.1.1 Subchannel Secrecy. From ğ2, we know that lower frequencies emit towards larger angles and higher frequencies towards
smaller angles. The varying radiation pattern for different frequencies leads to varying SNR at Bob and Eve across frequency, resulting
in a non-uniform secrecy level across the transmission band. To
explore the underlying mechanisms that control this change, we
numerically compute the subchannel secrecy capacity for Eve located at an angle larger than Bob’s angle, which we call positive
angle Eve in the following. In this scenario, Bob locates at 30◦ and
Eve locates at 32◦ or 40◦ , representing an angularly close and far
Eve respectively. The LWA used in the numerical analysis has the
same parameters as the example we show in Fig. 2, plate separation
𝑏 = 1 mm, slot length 𝐿 = 3 cm, and 𝛼 = 50 rad/m. According to
the LWA parameters and Bob’s location, the center frequency 𝑓𝑐 of
the transmission is 300 GHz. We use a transmission bandwidth of
27 GHz which is further divided into 9 subchannels, each 3 GHz
wide. The transmit power 𝑃 of each subchannel is set to the value
so that the SNR of the center frequency received at Bob is 15 dB.
The subchannel SNR and secrecy capacity can then be calculated
as described in ğ2.
Fig. 4 shows the subchannel secrecy capacity across the 27 GHz
transmission band. Note first that, as also occurs without LWAs,

15

Channel Receive Power, BW = 27 GHz

SNR (dB)

10
5
0

Bob 30°
Eve 32°
Eve 40°

-5
-10
285

290

295

300

305

310

315

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5: Bob and Eve subchannel SNR. Bob locates at 30◦
and the bandwidth for the transmission is 27GHz.
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Fig. 5 shows that Eve’s SNR decreases monotonically with frequency, for both Eve locations, with higher SNR when she is closer
to Bob. Moreover, while it is always beneficial for Eve to be closer
to Bob, her SNR decays more rapidly when she is closer. This is
due to the relatively narrow radiation pattern as shown in Fig. 2.
In fact, the single-tone half power beamwidth (HPBW) in this example is approximately 1.9◦ . For Eve located 10◦ away from Bob,
she can barely receive the signals. In contrast, for Eve located only
+2◦ away from Bob, she can receive higher SNR, especially for the
frequencies having a radiation pattern towards a larger angle, that
is, lower frequencies.
Understanding Bob and Eve’s SNR, we can revisit the subchannel
secrecy capacity trend in Fig. 4. When Eve is at a positive angle with
respect to Bob, she intercepts lower frequencies better. However,
when Eve is far from Bob, the SNR across the transmission band is
low and the secrecy capacity is mainly determined by Bob’s SNR.
Thus, secrecy capacity is highest at the center frequency and lower
on the edges when Eve is far from Bob. In contrast, when Eve is
closer to Bob, Eve’s advantage on lower frequencies becomes more
evident yielding two effects: (i) the peak secrecy level is no longer
at the center frequency but has now moved higher and (ii) at lower
frequencies, Eve’s high SNR sharply reduces secrecy capacity. At
higher frequencies, Eve has moderately diminishing reductions in
SNR. Yet, Bob suffers similarly, yielding a nearly flat but modestly
decreasing secrecy capacity.
In summary, when Eve is farther from Bob, the subchannel secrecy level is mostly limited by Bob’s SNR, which is highest for the
center frequency and lower towards the edge frequencies. However,
as Eve approaches Bob, the secrecy level suffers from frequencybiased SNR loss and Eve impairs the secrecy level of the lower
frequencies more.

Thus, normalized subchannel secrecy capacity ranges from 0 to 1.
When Eve does not exist, the subchannel secrecy capacity equals
to the subchannel Shannon capacity, making the normalized subchannel secrecy capacity to be 1. In contrast, when Eve receives
the same or even higher SNR than Bob for a certain subchannel,
the normalized secrecy capacity is 0. The normalized secrecy capacity not only provides a fair comparison for different channels,
but it also has a physical meaning and represents the percentage of
information that can be securely transferred from Alice to Bob.
Following the previous setup, we continue to study the case
when Bob is at 30◦ , the bandwidth is 27 GHz, and the LWA parameters are the same as before, as shown in Fig. 2. Eve locates
within 10◦ around Bob, both on the positive side and negative side.
The normalized channel secrecy capacity is computed for all eavesdropping locations so that the insecure zone can be determined
accordingly.

Eve Angle Relative to Bob (°)

4

Norm Cs < 0.3

2

0

-2

-4
290

295

300

305

310

Frequency (GHz)

3.1.2 Vulnerable but Complementary Edge Frequencies. In the previous subsection, we observe the non-uniform secrecy level across
the transmission band for a LWA link, indicating that some frequency components, more likely the edge frequencies, have lower
secrecy level due to both Bob’s SNR limitation and Eve’s frequencybiased eavesdropping. Here, we show that in addition to suffering
from reduced secrecy capacity, the edge frequencies are also more
vulnerable in the spatial domain.
To this end, we define an łinsecure zonež for each subchannnel.
Specifically, an insecure zone is an angular region in the spatial
domain such that when Eve locates within the insecure zone, the secrecy level of that subchannel is below a certain threshold. In other
words, the subchannel is less secure than a certain criterion when
Eve falls within this angular region. Since the edge frequencies
suffer from lower subchannel secrecy capacity due to Bob’s SNR
limitation, we define the insecure zone based on a per-channel normalization. Without the per-channel normalization, the resulting
insecure zone would penalize edge frequencies.
In particular, we define insecure zone based on the normalized
subchannel secrecy capacity, which is subchannel secrecy capacity
normalized to the subchannel Shannon capacity
𝑘
𝐶𝑆,norm
=

Insecure Zone, Bob at 30°, BW = 27GHz

Figure 6: Insecure zone of each subchannel with a threshold of 0.3 illustrates vulnerable but complementary edge frequencies. Bob locates at 30◦ and the bandwidth for the transmission is 27GHz.
Fig. 6 shows the insecure zone of different subchannels for Bob at
30◦ based on a threshold of 0.3. First, we observe that no frequency
achieves a normalized secrecy capacity more than 0.3 when Eve
is sufficiently close to Bob (within about 1◦ ). However, edge frequencies have a normalized secrecy capacity below 0.3 for a wider
range of Eve locations than the center frequency. Specifically, lower
frequency components remain insecure for a larger angle range
for Eve having a greater angle than Bob, whereas higher frequency
components are vulnerable under a wider range of locations when
Eve has lower angle than Bob.
From Fig. 6, we observe that the edge frequencies are relatively
more vulnerable in the spatial domain compared to the center frequency for a LWA link, which is a characteristic not present in
conventional directional links. For a conventional directional link,
the radiation pattern does not change with frequency. Therefore,
no frequency is more secure than other frequencies in the spatial
domain. In contrast, the radiation pattern of a LWA varies with
frequency. Consequently, the lower frequency components with a
radiation pattern that peaks at a slightly larger angle than Bob’s

𝐶𝑘
.
 𝑆
𝐵 log 1 + SNR𝐵𝑜𝑏
2
𝐾
𝑘
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location are more vulnerable to a positive angle Eve. Similarly, high
frequency components whose radiation maximizes at a smaller
angle than Bob’s are more exposed to a negative angle Eve.
Fortunately, although edge frequencies are more vulnerable in
the spatial domain for a LWA link, their insecure zones fall in
different regions. As a result, although a single Eve can intercept
either the lower edge or the higher edge of the transmission band
more easily, it is still hard for Eve to get both at the same time. That
is, when the secrecy level of one edge gets low, the secrecy level of
the other edge remains high, complementing each other.
While leveraging the unique security property to achieve a more
secure link is not the focus of the paper, we point out that the complementary property of edge frequencies has a great potential in
realizing a secure link. In the most simplified form and to illustrate,
we can assume that only half of the subchannels are exposed to a
single Eve having a fixed location, whereas the other half of the
subchannels remain secure, regardless of Eve’s location. In this
case, even without knowing Eve’s location, Alice can distribute
two shares of information into the two sets of subchannels so that
only when both shares are received can the receiver decode the
information [31]. Eve, being able to receive only half of the subchannels and thus only one share, fails to decode any information
from Alice to Bob, even if she intercepts half of the subchannels.
The above discussion omits many details, but the point is that when
the secrecy level of different frequencies has a known coupling
pattern, that information can be used by Alice and Bob to improve
link security.
In summary, we find that edge frequencies of a LWA transmission
are more vulnerable in the spatial domain compared to the center
frequency. Nonetheless, we also find that the secrecy level of the two
edges complement each other, preventing Eve from intercepting
the entire transmission band. These properties are unique to a LWA
link and has a great potential in realizing a secure transmission.

3.2

To examine the bandwidth and beamwidth coupling, we apply
the same setup as before with the exception that rather than fixing
the bandwidth to 27 GHz, we consider bandwidths from 3 GHz
to 123 GHz. Fig. 7 illustrates the HPBW of the all-tone radiation
pattern as the bandwidth increases for Bob at 30◦ . We observe that
the beamwidth increases nearly linearly with bandwidth. Indeed,
due to widening angular span as the total bandwidth of the selected
frequencies increases, HPBW also increases.
This coupling suggests an unfortunate choice between large
bandwidth (higher data rate) and a narrow beam (better security
resilience). While a wider beam lessens security resilience for a conventional directional link, we will show that it is more complicated
for a LWA link.
3.2.2 Large Bandwidth Comes with Little Security Sacrifice. As described above, larger bandwidth implies a wider beam for a LWA
link. Typically one would expect a less directional transmission to
be less secure. While this statement is still true for a LWA link, we
will show that the security degradation is substantially less than a
conventional link without the frequency-angle coupling property.
To compare the secrecy level under different bandwidth, a metric
that does not scale with the bandwidth is needed. Thus, we define
łnormalized secrecy capacityž as the total secrecy capacity divided
by Bob’s total Shannon capacity
𝐶𝑆,norm = Í
𝐾

𝐵
𝑘=1 𝐾

which is between 0 and 1 and represents the percentage of information that can be securely transferred.
We further introduce a concept of łsecurity separationž based
on the normalized secrecy capacity. For a certain directional transmission, the closer Eve is to Bob, the lower the normalized secrecy
capacity. To achieve a certain normalized secrecy capacity, Eve has
to be located far enough from Bob. That is, a łsecurity separationž
is required to achieve a certain secrecy level. A small security separation is desired for directional transmission, because it means that
the link fails to provide the targeted secrecy level only when Eve
locates in a small region. Typically, to maintain a certain secrecy
level, the security separation between Bob and Eve is expected to
be larger when a wider beam is used. Also, when considering a
certain directional transmission, the security separation between
Bob and Eve is expected to be larger when a higher secrecy level is
required.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the security separation required to achieve
certain secrecy levels as the beam widens when Eve locates at an
angle larger than Bob’s angle. Recall that beamwidth is determined
by bandwidth for the LWA link and they have a nearly proportional relationship as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, the x-axis in Fig. 8
also represents increasing bandwidth. In addition to the LWA link
represented by solid lines, the dashed lines are also shown for comparison, representing a hypothetical link that has the exact same
radiation pattern as the LWA link but no frequency-angle coupling
property.
Fig. 8 shows the required security separation for two normalized
secrecy capacity thresholds: 0.3 and 0.8. The general trends confirm that the security separation between Bob and Eve needs to be
larger when the required secrecy level is higher, and the security

Bandwidth and Beamwidth Coupling

3.2.1 LWA Beamwidth Increases with Bandwidth. For traditional directional transmissions, beamwidth is determined by the size of the
antenna array, or physical shape of the antenna (e.g. horn antennas),
and therefore the beamwidth is fixed regardless of the bandwidth
chosen, up to some cutoffs. However, since LWA link directivity
is based on the frequency-angle coupling property, the larger the
bandwidth, the wider the angular span of the selected frequencies,
resulting a wider beam. That is, bandwidth and beamwidth are
coupled in the LWA system.

Bob 30°, fc = 300 GHz
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Figure 7: LWA link HPBW increases with bandwidth.
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Figure 9: Experiment diagram.
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Figure 8: Minimum angular separation required to achieve
a certain normalized secrecy capacity increases with link
HPBW for positive angle Eve. However, the scaling is surprisingly slow for low target secrecy, especially compared
to a link without the frequency-angle coupling property.

Figure 10: Experiment setup.

she wants without concern about the security penalty when only
a smaller portion of the information needs to be secure. However,
if a higher portion of information needs to be secure, Alice still
has to limit the transmission bandwidth in exchange for extra link
secrecy.

separation is smaller when the beam is narrower, suggesting that
the narrower beam is more secure. However, the striking behavior
is that security separation scales differently according to the targeted secrecy levels. When only 30% of the information has to be
transferred securely, the required angular separation between Bob
and Eve barely increases as the beam widens. In contrast, when
transferring a larger portion of information securely is required,
the security separation between Bob and Eve increases more as the
beamwidth grows.
The almost flat angular separation curve under the lower secrecy
requirement seems too good to be true, because it suggests that a
fixed-location Eve at about 2◦ larger than Bob’s angle can decode
70% of the information being transmitted, but barely benefits from
a wider LWA beam. For comparison, the dashed lines, which represent a link having the same radiation pattern as the LWA link but
without the frequency-angle coupling property, illustrates a more
typical security separation trend. The dashed orange line shows
that in traditional systems, the security separation between Bob
and Eve increases proportionally to the HPBW to maintain the goal
of transferring 30% of the total information securely. In contrast,
the LWA security separation curve is almost flat given the same
secrecy level target.
This counter-intuitive behavior comes from the diverging singletone radiation pattern as the bandwidth increases. The newly added
frequencies, one above the center frequency and the other below the
center frequency, both radiate outward from Bob’s angle, with the
higher frequency towards the smaller angle and the lower frequency
towards the larger angle. When Eve is not extremely close to Bob,
only one of the newly added edge frequencies is more accessible,
while the other edge frequency falls out of reach.
In summary, it is still true that the LWA link is more secure when
the beam is narrower. However, link secrecy drops unexpectedly
slowly when the beam is wider, especially when only a smaller
portion of the information needs to be securely transferred. Based
on these observations, Alice can almost choose whatever bandwidth

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally study the security of a LWA link
and compare its properties with the above results based on models
derived from Maxwell’s equations.

4.1

Experimental Setup

We measure the radiation pattern of a custom LWA device for
experimental validation. Specifically, the LWA consists of two 4 x 4
cm2 metal plates with thickness of 1 mm. The two metal plates are
connected by spacers at the 4 corners, making the plate separation
𝑏 = 0.95 mm. We create a slot on one of the plate, with the slot
length 𝐿 = 3 cm and a slot width of 1 mm.
To measure the radiation pattern of the LWA, we use T-Ray
4000 TD-THz System [7] for generating and receiving THz signals.
This system enables THz wideband measurements by generating a
THz-range wideband source at the transmitter and logging timedomain samples at the receiver. The generated spectrum from the
transmitter spans the range from below 150GHz to above 1.5 THz.
On the receiver side, with the sampling rate of 12.8 THz (1 sample
every 78 femtoseconds) and 4096 time-domain samples, we can
observe frequencies up to 6.4 THz with a frequency resolution of
3.13 GHz.
Fig. 9 illustrates the experiment diagram and Fig. 10 demonstrates
the experiment setup. During the measurement, the transmitter
couples the THz pulse into the LWA. Different frequency components then emit from the LWA slot towards different angles. The
receiver is placed facing the LWA slot at a distance 𝑑 = 25.4 cm
from the LWA. The receiver has a lens with diameter of 4 cm. At a
distance of 25.4 cm, the lens has an aperture of 4.5◦ . We place the
receiver at 12◦ < 𝜃 < 80◦ with 1◦ resolution in the measurement.
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Once the time-domain samples at 12◦ < 𝜃 < 80◦ are collected,
the frequency spectrum of the received signals is obtained via
discrete Fourier transform. As a result, we obtain a LWA dataset
containing the frequency spectrum of all measured angles. When
focusing on each specific frequency component, the dataset can
also be interpreted as the radiation pattern of each frequency components.

Normalized Power (dB)

4.2

The Alice-Bob LWA Link

Equation (5) characterizes the angle of maximum radiation as a
function of the input frequency and is a key property of the LWA’s
angle-frequency coupling. Thus, we first examine how well the
model predicts the measured values using the aforementioned experimental setup and present the results in Fig. 11. The results
indicate an excellent match between frequencies of 169 and 388
GHz, with a slight deviation at the highest frequencies.
80
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Figure 12: Measured single-tone radiation pattern, matched
with model prediction when 𝛼 = 200 rad/m.

Measurement
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4.3

Empirical Security

Here, we experimentally evaluate the security of the Alice-Bob
link by comparing Bob’s receptions to Eve’s and using the same
security metrics as previously. In all cases, we compare to the model
predictions as a baseline. As the above measurements indicate that
the model does not capture the extent beam asymmetry and nonmonotonic irregularities in beam pattern, this study will characterize how such modeling errors impact security properties.
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4.3.1 Asymmetry. Because beam asymmetry was the main source
of modeling error, we begin with that case. In particular, we first
measure subchannel secrecy to examine eavesdropping asymmetry
created by the asymmetric measured beam pattern via the scenario
in which Bob is at 30◦ , and Eve is either at a positive angle or
negative angle from Bob. Analogous to the process in the numerical
analysis, we obtain the subchannel secrecy capacity of the LWA link
from the measured radiation pattern. Since the frequency resolution
of the LWA dataset is 3.13 GHz, each frequency in the LWA dataset
represent the center frequency of a subchannel with bandwidth of
3.13 GHz. A bandwidth of 28 GHz, that is, 9 subchannels, is used in
the transmission.
Fig. 13 depicts the experimental subchannel secrecy capacity
across the 28 GHz for Bob at 30◦ and Eve locates on +2◦ and −2◦
relative to Bob. For comparison, the dotted lines shows the model
predicted subchannel secrecy capacity based on the best matching
𝛼 = 200 rad/m.
First, observe that the experimental subchannel secrecy capacity
follows the trend of the model predicted value. Despite the fluctuation likely due to experimental error, subchannel secrecy capacity
largely increases with frequency when Eve locates at an angle
larger than Bob’s angle, and largely decreases when Eve locates at
a smaller angle compared to Bob.
However, we also observe that the experimental subchannel
secrecy level is underestimated by the model when Eve is at 32◦ , but
overestimated when Eve is at 28◦ . This eavesdropping asymmetry
comes from the asymmetric beam. As we see in Fig. 12, the beam
pattern decays more rapidly towards larger angles but decays much
more slowly towards the smaller angles. This suggests that an

600

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 11: Maximum radiation angle of each frequency.
Next, we explore how the experimental system’s radiation pattern is impacted by the input frequency. Namely, if we fix an input
frequency, Equation (3) describes the resulting gain as a function
of the transmission angle 𝜃 . In the experiment, we consider single
tones of 207 GHz or 316 GHz and measure the received power at all
angles. The model parameters are computed from the LWA’s geometry with the exception of the attenuation constant 𝛼, which cannot
be. Hence, we fit the best empirical value of 𝛼 = 200 rad/m. Fig. 12
shows the measurement results along with the values predicted by
Equation (3).
Beginning with the lower frequency of 207 GHz, we observe
that the model succeeds in predicting peak reception at 30◦ and a
generally decreasing trend above and below that angle. However,
at lower angles, the model underestimates the received power. Likewise, for 316 GHz the model also correctly predicts peak radiation
at 50◦ but the discrepancies at lower frequencies are even more pronounced, with the model severely under estimating receive power
by over 10 dB at some angles. Thus, the measured beam asymmetry
is even greater than predicted by the model. In contrast, at higher
frequencies greater than the peaks, the measured power generally
decreases with angle, albeit with non-monotonic and irregular deviations both above and below the model’s predicted values. These
irregularities are most likely due to experimental error.
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collective beam pattern. As to the more concave beamwidth growth
when 𝛼 is large, it represents a less drastic beam pattern change
when the single-tone radiation pattern is wider, especially when
the bandwidth is smaller.
However, the experimental results differ in two key ways. First,
the experimental relationship does not exhibit the model’s suggested concavity when the single-tone radiation is wider, but rather
it is nearly linear with some irregularity at approximately 40 GHz
of bandwidth. Second, the measurements have consistently less
HPBW than predicted by the model based on the best matching
𝛼 = 200 rad/m. Nonetheless, the general trend of increasing beamwidth with bandwidth remains. Thus, we next experimentally study
the bandwidth-beamwidth relationship on security.
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4.3.3 Bandwidth, Beamwidth, and Security. Because beamwidth
increases with bandwidth, it also impacts security. While we expect that wider beam transmissions are less secure, we found with
the model that this is only marginally the case when the target
secrecy level is 0.3 (cf. ğ3.2). Here, we experimentally study the minimum Bob-Eve separation required to achieve a particular security
threshold, with two thresholds, 0.3 and 0.8. The results are shown
in Figure 15 along with the model predictions.

Figure 13: Experimental subchannel secrecy capacity when
Bob is at 30◦ and Eve is at 28◦ or 32◦ .

Minimum Secure Angular Separation (°)

eavesdropper located on a smaller angle than Bob’s angle receives
a higher SNR compared to a equal angularly separated Eve that
locates on the larger angle side from Bob. As a result, the link secrecy
level is lower in the presence of a negative angle Eve, implying that
a negative angle Eve is a more devastating threat for the measured
LWA link.
4.3.2 Bandwidth and Beamwidth Coupling. Since each frequency
has a different radiation pattern, the collective beam pattern changes
with the bandwidth of the transmission. Here, we study the experimental relationship between beamwidth and bandwidth using the
same measurement setup and compare the results with the model.
Two HPBW predictions are shown in 14, one with 𝛼 = 50 rad/m
studied in ğ3.2, and the other is the best matching 𝛼 = 200 rad/m.
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Figure 15: The experimental minimum Bob-Eve separation
required for a certain secrecy level, showing that the model
predicts the trend but might overestimate or underestimate
the minimum secure separation.

10

5

First, observe that with a lower security threshold of 0.3, the experiments also indicate a nearly-flat behavior. Thus, the unexpected
behavior revealed by the model remains in the experimental system:
as beamwidth widens due to increased bandwidth, the minimum
secure angular separation remains nearly unchanged. Hence, if the
security requirement is relatively low at 0.3, Alice and Bob can use
wide bandwidth, desirable for increasing data rate, with minimal
cost in vulnerability to Eve.
Next, for a higher security threshold of 0.8, the experiments show
a similar trend of angular increase despite the irregular decrease
and a sudden increase below a bandwidth of 40 GHz. Unlike the
model, the measurement has larger experimental error especially
when the receiver power is low. As a result, the measured radiation pattern can possesses unexpected side lobes. The irregular
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Figure 14: Experimental all-tone HPBW as bandwidth increases compared to the model.
First, focusing on the model’s prediction, observe that 𝛼 impacts
beamwidth scaling. Specifically, when 𝛼 is larger, the collective
beamwidth is larger and the beamwidth increases with bandwidth
with more concavity. Since the collective beam pattern depends on
each single-tone radiation pattern, when the single-tone radiation
pattern is more directional (corresponding to a smaller 𝛼), so is the
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fluctuation below 40 GHz suggests that some subchannels have
especially evident side lobes so that when those subchannels are
included in the transmission, the minimum security separation
increases unexpectedly. Nevertheless, with increasing bandwidth,
the irregularity in each subchannel also averages out and shows a
trend similar to the model prediction. The increase of the minimum
secure separation indicates the trade-off between bandwidth and
security for a LWA link when the security requirement is high.
Finally, observe that the experimental minimum security separation is smaller than the model prediction for the lower security
requirement of 0.3, but larger than the model prediction when the
security requirement is higher at 0.8. Recall that the measured radiation pattern is asymmetric that the beam pattern on the smaller angle side of the peak is underestimated. When Eve locates relatively
close to Bob on the larger angle side, the model underestimates the
secrecy capacity and therefore predicts a larger minimum security
separation. In contrast, the model predicts that the radiation pattern
dies off almost monotonically and does not predict the possible side
lobes in an actual LWA link. As a result, the model predicts a relatively optimistic minimum security separation, not incorporating
the potential side lobes that would otherwise make the minimum
security separation wider.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents, for the first time, a study of the security of a
THz link created by a leaky wave antenna. We perform an analytic
and experimental investigation to show how the link’s unique
angle-frequency coupling impacts security, in some cases aiding
the adversary (e.g., more vulnerable to Eve in the negative angle
due to beam pattern asymmetry) and in other cases hindering the
adversary (e.g., a wide-band transmission is also wide-angle, and
therefore difficult to intercept all frequency band).
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